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T E C H N I C A L 
O V E R V I E W

Channel Quality Modulation Analysis
89600 VSA Software
Option 89601200C (replacing 89601B/BN/BK-BHL and 200)

Key Features
• Make group delay measurements using a simple wideband multi-tone 

stimulus signal

• Import and export the multi-tone stimulus definition from and to Keysight’s 
N7621B Signal Studio software

• Calibrate the input stimulus with measured signal data

• Perform simple and repeatable phase and magnitude channel response analysis

• Select from more than 40 Keysight measurement platforms to meet your 
specific design and test goals

• Channel quality modulation analysis now is part of the 89600 VSA software 
option 89601200C for basic vector signal analysis and hardware connectivity

Channel Quality Measurements
The 89600 VSA software Option 89601200C for channel quality measurements 

accelerates satellite payload testing with a wideband test approach for group 

delay. Satellite system design engineers can input a multi-tone stimulus to their 

device, then make quick and easy relative group delay measurements within 

an instrument span of up to 1 GHz using the UXA signal analyzer, and even 

wider bandwidth measurements with Keysight oscilloscopes and digitizers. 

89601200C for channel quality measurements allows R&D engineers to measure 

and diagnose problems for signals generated on the test bench, as well as live 

signals over the air.
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Try before you buy!

Download the 89600 VSA 
software and use it free for 
30 days to make measure-
ments with your analysis 
hardware, or use our 
recorded demo signals.

Request your free trial 
license today:

www.keysight.com/
find/89600_trial 

Key Benefits of Option 89601200C for Channel Quality 
Measurements
• Active channels can be notched out of the stimulus signal

• Source and receiver can be in different physical locations

• Works well with frequency-translating devices

• Measurement algorithms compensate for LO drift

Figure 1. Each tone of a 100 MHz wide multi-tone signal is shown in Trace A (in yellow). Channel 

frequency response traces are shown to the right, in magnitude, phase and group delay.

www.keysight.com/find/89600_trial
www.keysight.com/find/89600_trial
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Scalable Measurements Across Various Hardware Platforms
The 89600 VSA software provides seamless connectivity with over 300 Keysight 

instrument models, enabling a wide variety of solutions to fit the price, form factor, 

performance, and capabilities needed for your test environment. For example, some 

series of oscilloscopes enable very high bandwidth phase coherent measurements 

across multiple channels. On the other hand, much better dynamic range is achieved 

with some X-Series analyzers. For test environments where space comes at a 

premium, PXI-based solutions can offer a modular form factor.

Please visit www.keysight.com/find/89600_hardware for more information of 89600 

VSA supported hardware.

Figure 2. 89600 VSA Option 89601200C for channel quality measurements offers scalable RF and bandwidth 

performance to meet your specific application needs. Use the software with Keysight X-Series signal 

analyzers, including the UXA with up to 1 GHz real-time bandwidth. For much wider signal bandwidths, you 

can leverage Keysight Infiniium oscilloscopes or the M9703B AXIe wideband digitizer.

Why use a multi-tone stimulus model?

Traditionally, characterizing channel quality figures of merit such as group delay has been 

done using network analyzers with precise methods and cable connections. Design 

engineers face increasing challenges when it comes to characterizing magnitude, phase, 

and group delay in passive, active, and frequency-translating devices over ever-wider 

bandwidths. On the other hand, the multi-tone stimulus test approach offers a simpler test 

setup and more stable group delay measurements, and thus has been broadly adopted 

by satellite system engineers. The 89600 VSA software’s channel quality measurement 

provides many ways to look at a wideband relative channel response, with a set of features 

for defining multi-tone signals, tracking drifts in frequency, phase, and amplitude. It also

www.keysight.com/find/89600_hardware
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offers one-button stimulus definition update and fixed equalization response update 

functions to quickly eliminate measurement system frequency response variability, so you 

can focus on and troubleshoot aberrations in the DUT frequency response.

Measurement Example
To highlight the use of this equalizer, we present measured data on a cable at 28 GHz.  

Often, system impairments such as broadband IQ mismatch and IF gain (un)flatness 

prevents accurate measurement of a low-loss cable. But by looking at the difference 

between a straight-through calibration measurement and the actual device under 

test (DUT), we can isolate the frequency response of just the cable alone. Thanks to 

built-in algorithms in the VSA, these equalizer corrections may be applied quickly and 

conveniently, as will be shown below.

First, a multitone signal was created using Keysight’s Multitone Distortion Signal Creation 

bundle (part of the Signal Studio software). With this tool, you can create a multitone 

signal definition specifying the number of tones, tone spacing (Hz), phase distribution 

(random, constant, parabolic), center frequency, and amplitude.  This stimulus definition 

can serve as the VSA reference channel response against which you can compare 

measured signals captured with your receiver front end (signal analyzer or oscilloscope, 

for example). The resultant waveform file was downloaded to an M8190A arbitrary 

waveform generator (AWG). The channel 1 and 2 modulation outputs of the AWG were 

connected to the wideband analog I and Q inputs of an E8257D PSG signal generator. 

Other vector signal generators like the MXG or EXG may also be used. The resultant 28 

GHz modulated RF signal was sent to an N9040B UXA signal analyzer, although any 

broadband receiver (like an oscilloscope) with appropriate frequency range may be used. 

The measurement block diagram is shown in figure 3. 

Multitone Distortion Signal Creation

Figure 3. Measurement block diagram showing the interconnection between the Signal Studio software, 

AWG, PSG signal generator and UXA signal analyzer.
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First, we measure a thru connection, assumed to be lossless. Using the channel quality 

measurement personality of the 89600 VSA software, we observe the channel frequency 

response in different formats such as log magnitude (dB), linear magnitude, unwrapped 

phase (deg), group delay (ns), real (I), or imag (Q). In hardware, it is challenging to create 

a perfectly uniform amplitude series of tones across a 1 GHz spectrum at 28 GHz. Thus, 

the measured channel frequency response is the measurement system impairment, as 

shown in figure 4.

Figure 4. Measurement of a through connection, exposing measurement system impairments across 

the 1 GHz bandwidth. Trace C shows the densely packed tones in blue. Trace A shows the amplitude 

variations across tones. Trace D shows the unwrapped phase response and trace E shows the group delay.  
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Figure 5. Measured response of system impairments and DUT. Note it is difficult to distinguish between 

the system impairments in figure 4 and this measurement.

If we replace the through connection with the DUT connection (in this case a cable), the 

resultant measured channel response is not discernible from the system impairments, as 

shown in figure 5.
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Equalization and Measurement Corrections
We need to compensate for the system impairment frequency response and make 

subsequent measurements with this correction in place. Fortunately, the VSA enables a 

convenient way to do this using the “Channel Quality Properties” dialogue box, shown 

in figure 6.  

Figure 6. Channel Quality Properties dialog box. We observe 4094 tones spaced 240 kHz apart, giving an 

overall bandwidth of 982.32 MHz.  

The stimulus definition would normally come from the signal creation software’s ideal 

multi-tone definition. But due to the measured system impairments, we may redefine 

the stimulus definition by hitting the ‘Update’ button shown in figure 6. Subsequent 

measurements are compensated by the stored frequency response. Since the hardware 

connections have not changed, the resulting channel frequency response is perfectly flat 

in amplitude and phase, with zero group delay, as shown in figure 7.  
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Figure 7. Channel frequency response measurement after equalization, showing flat log magnitude, phase 

and group delay.  

With the updated stimulus definition, we may measure the channel frequency response 

of a cable, as shown in figure 8. This would have been impossible had we not corrected 

for the system impairments. The data show a ripple in measured amplitude response 

or standing wave ratio, caused mostly by the difference in mismatch loss between the 

through-line cable and our device-under-test cable.  

The 89600 VSA software provides multiple mechanisms for applying vector correction 

and compensation models to measurements. These include measurement specific 

functionality (as described previously for the Channel Quality measurement), as well as 

general purpose correction features. For more information about the general purpose 

features, please refer to the User Corrections or Fixed Equalization topics in the 89600 

VSA help.

http://rfmw.em.keysight.com/wireless/helpfiles/89600B/WebHelp/Subsystems/gui/content/mnu_input_usercorrection.htm
http://rfmw.em.keysight.com/wireless/helpfiles/89600B/WebHelp/Subsystems/gui/content/mnu_input_fixedequalization.htm
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Figure 8. Corrected measured frequency or channel response of the DUT (cable).  

Software Features

Stimulus definition

Recall

Opens a dialog box to select a saved multi-tone definition 
(.txt) file to recall. File format (.txt) is compatible with 
N7621B “Signal Studio for Multi-tone Distortion” exported 
multi-tone definitions.

Save Opens a dialog box to save or export a multi-tone definition 
(.txt) file. 

Tone spacing Specifies the tone spacing in Hz for the current multi-tone 
definition

Number of tones Specifies the number of tones in the multi-tone definition. 

Update stimulus from 
response

Updates the definition of tones within the current multi-tone 
definition. Active/inactive, magnitude, phase and active 
tone threshold properties determine what properties of the 
tone definition are updated. 
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Analysis

Copy response

Copies the channel response for the selected path to a 
Data Register (D1 to D64). The resultant Data Register 
may be used as a basis for the fixed equalization feature, 
enabling normalization of the measured frequency 
response.

Analysis interval

Sets the amount of time (in seconds) to process for each 
channel quality measurement. This might be useful in 
allowing the channel to settle out in time before making a 
measurement.

Compensation

Timing adjust

Allows for compensation of the difference the sample clock 
of the measured signal and the sample clock expected 
from the stimulus definition. Adjusted sample clock is 
calculated and displayed to the right (as greyed out)

Coarse frequency 
estimation

When selected, attempts to do a frequency offset 
compensation prior to the channel quality measurement. 

Frequency offset When selected, enables frequency offset compensation for 
channel quality measurements.

Phase drift When selected, enables phase drift compensation for 
channel quality measurements.

Gain drift When selected, enables gain drift compensation for 
channel quality measurements. 

Smoothing interval Set the phase and gain drift compensation smoothing 
interval in seconds. 

Measurement results, available in the main VSA window

Channel N
Acquisition time, Auto correlation, CCDF, CDF, Correction, 
Instantaneous Spectrum, PDF, PSD, Raw main time, 
Spectrum

Channel Quality

Channel Frequency Response (log mag, linear mag, wrap 
phase, unwrap phase, group delay), Instantaneous channel 
frequency response, Stimulus definition, Summary, Tracking 
response

Cross Channel NxM

Cross Channel Measurements (Coherence, Cross 
Correlation, Cross Spectrum, Frequency Response, and 
Impulse Response), only available with multi-channel 
hardware configuration

Graph AM/AM, AM/PM, Gain Compression, Stimulus Time, 
Response Time, Delta EVM Time
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Key Specifications
This technical overview provides nominal performance specifications for the 

software when making measurements with the specified platform1. Nominal values 

indicate expected performance, or describe product performance that is useful 

in the application of the product. For a complete list of specifications refer to the 

measurement platform literature.

Ordering Information
Software licensing and configuration

Flexible licensing and configuration

• Perpetual: License can be used in perpetuity.

• Time-based: License is time limited to a defined period, such as 12-months.

• Node-locked: Allows you to use the license on one specified instrument/computer.

• Transportable: Allows you to use the license on one instrument/computer at 
a time. This license may be transferred to another instrument/computer using 
Keysight’s online tool.

• Floating: Allows you to access the license on networked instruments/computers 
from a server, one at a time. For concurrent access, multiple licenses may be 
purchased.

• USB portable: Allows you to move the license from one instrument/computer to 
another by end-user only with certified USB dongle, purchased separately.

• Software support subscription: Allows the license holder access to Keysight 
technical support and all software upgrades

General

Frequency Depends on connected hardware platforms

Trigger types Free run, external, IF magnitude, frequency mask2

Tone spacing Depends on connected hardware bandwidth and 
selected number of tones

Number of tones 2 to 131702

1.  Data subject to change.

2.  Frequency mask is included with RT1 and RT2 real-time spectrum analysis l icenses. It works 
with UXA, PXA, and MXA X-Series signal analyzers with required hardware. Refer to instrument 
configuration guides for more detail.
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Basic vector signal analysis and hardware connectivity (89601200C)

Software license type Software license Support subscription

Node-locked perpetual R-Y5A-001-A R-Y6A-001-z2

Node-locked time-based R-Y4A-001-z1 Included

Transportable perpetual R-Y5A-004-D R-Y6A-004- z2

Transportable time-based R-Y4A-004-z1 Included

Floating perpetual (single site) R-Y5A-002-B R-Y6A-002-z2

Floating time-based (single site) R-Y4A-002-z1 Included

Floating perpetual (regional) R-Y5A-006-F R-Y6A-006-z2

Floating time-based (regional) R-Y4A-006-z1 Included

Floating perpetual (worldwide) R-Y5A-010-J R-Y6A-010-z2

Floating time-based (worldwide) R-Y4A-010-z1 Included

USB portable perpetual R-Y5A-005-E R-Y6A-005- z²

USB portable time-based R-Y4A-005-z1 Included

1. z means different time-based license duration. F for six months, L for 12 months, X for 24 
months, and Y for 36 months. All time-based licenses have included the support subscription 
same as the time-base duration.

2. z means different support subscription duration. L for 12 months (as default), X for 24 months, 
Y for 36 months, and Z for 60-months. Support subscription must be purchased for all 
perpetual l icenses with 12-months as the default. All software upgrades and KeysightCare 
support are provided for software l icenses with valid support subscription.

All 89600 VSA Software options can be added after your initial 

purchase and are license-key enabled. For more information 

please refer to www.keysight.com/find/89600_upgrades

You can upgrade!

www.keysight.com/find/89600_upgrades
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Learn more at: www.keysight.com

For more information on Keysight Technologies’ products, applications or services, 

please contact your local Keysight office. The complete list is available at:       

www.keysight.com/find/contactus

Keep your 89600 VSA up-to-date 

With rapidly evolving standards and continuous advancements in signal 

analysis, the 89600 VSA software with valid 89601200C KeysightCare support 

subscription can offers you the advantage of immediate access to the latest 

features and enhancements available for the 89600 VSA software. Refer the 

VSA Configuration Guide (5990-6386EN) for more details. 

Upgrade your 89600 VSA software up to date (89601B to 89601C)

Keysight now launches the totally new 89600 VSA software as 89601C after 

October 2019 as version 2019 update 1.1. Existing 89601B customers continue 

to use the new 89601C software with valid licenses and subscription or can visit 

the Keysight software upgrade webpage to fill in their current 89601B software 

license information and get a quote for upgrading from 89601B licenses to 

89601C licenses.

https://upgrade.software.keysight.com/software_upgrade_form.html

Additional Resources
Literature 

89600 VSA Software, Brochure, literature number 5990-6553EN

89600 VSA Software, Configuration Guide, literature number 5990-6386EN

89600 VSA Software basic vector signal analysis and hardware connectivity 

option 89601200C, Technical Overview, literature number 5992-4210EN

Web

www.keysight.com/find/89600vsa

www.keysight.com/find/vsa_trial

www.keysight.com
https://upgrade.software.keysight.com/software_upgrade_form.html
www.keysight.com/find/89600vsa
www.keysight.com/find/vsa_trial

